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Scuba Diving Jobs for Adventurous People

As you begin your scuba diving lessons, you will first be trained as an open water diver, advanced open water
diver, and rescue diver. In these scuba courses, you will only be limited to recreational diving and you are not
allowed to teach or guide people to dive.
Scuba diving is one of the most rewarding careers available, not only will you travel to exotic diving locations, but
you will also have fun in the process. There are scuba diving courses available in various scuba diver certification
agencies and you can become one of their professional divers. A professional diver will usually start if you
undergo training and be certified as a dive master. This is your first step in the world of professional diving.
A dive master’s job is to ensure the safety of the entire divers he or she will guide in a particular dive site. He or
she will be the one taking the responsibility to guide and ensure the safety of recreational divers. Before you
become a dive master, you should first be certified as open water, advanced open water, and as a rescue diver. A
certification agency will also specify a minimum number of dives in order to be qualified to be included in the
course.
The dive master can also certify those who want to learn scuba diving. However, they can only certify an
introductory dive certificate and not as an open water diver. If you want to certify open water divers, advanced
open water divers, rescue divers and dive masters, you need to go through another kind of training, which is the
open water dive instructor course.
If your Scuba Diving facts are out-of-date, how will that affect your actions and decisions? Make certain you don't
let important Scuba Diving information slip by you.
An open water dive instructor’s responsibility is to teach people who want to learn how to dive and certify them as
an open water diver. They can also certify people who want to continue education from advanced open water
diver certification to dive master certification. The instructor will now send a form to the diving agency, such as
PADI and NAUI, which certifies that the diver passed all the requirements as a diver on a particular level. The
agency in turn will send a Certification Card or C-Card to the diver who just passed all the standard requirements
imposed by the agency.
Another kind of diving job is as a commercial diver. A commercial diver usually works in oil rigs, ships, and other
industrial vessels that require underwater jobs, such as welding, cleaning a ships hull, or drilling. This is a
particularly dangerous diving job as there are so many hazards working with the heavy equipments used in
industrial vessels.
Industrial divers are also used in salvage operations and other underwater jobs that require working with
hazardous equipments, and explosives
If you want a rewarding career, scuba diving is for you. Just imagine, traveling the world for free, get paid, visit
exotic location and have fun going scuba diving in the process.
Now you can be a confident expert on Scuba Diving. OK, maybe not an expert. But you should have something to
bring to the table next time you join a discussion on Scuba Diving.
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